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CR-Form-v3 

CHANGE REQUEST 
 

� 25.433 CR 590 � rev 1 � Current version: 3.8.0 � 

 
For HELP on using this form, see bottom of this page or look at the pop-up text over the � symbols. 

 
Proposed change affects: � (U)SIM  ME/UE  Radio Access Network X Core Network  
 
Title: � Incorrect Physical Shared Channel TDD Procedure definition in ASN.1 
  
Source: � R-WG3 
  
Work item code: � TEI  Date: � February 2002 
     
Category: � F  Release: � R99 
  

Use one of the following categories: 
F  (essential correction) 
A  (corresponds to a correction in an earlier release) 
B  (Addition of feature),  
C  (Functional modification of feature) 
D  (Editorial modification) 

Detailed explanations of the above categories can 
be found in 3GPP TR 21.900. 

 
Use one of the following releases: 

2 (GSM Phase 2) 
R96 (Release 1996) 
R97 (Release 1997) 
R98 (Release 1998) 
R99 (Release 1999) 
REL-4 (Release 4) 
REL-5 (Release 5) 

  
Reason for change: � In the ASN.1 definition the Physical Shared Channel Reconfiguration Procedure 

is listed as a dedicated procedure when it is a common procedure.  
  
Summary of change: � Rev.1 

In ASN.1, “commmon” was corrected to “common”. 

Rev.0 

Modify the error in the ASN.1 definition.  

Impact Analysis: 

Impact assessment towards the previous version of the specification (same 
release):  

The CR has isolated impact with the previous version of the specification (same 
release) because it only modifies the PHYSICAL SHARED CHANNEL 
RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message. Therefore the impact is limited to 
TDD shared channel configuration. 

The impact can be considered isolated because the change affects one (or more) 
system function(s) and has the possibility to affect existing implementations even 
though the change is functional and protocol compatible. 

  
Consequences if  � 
not approved: 

The procedure definition and the procedure usage will remain in conflict 

  
Clauses affected: � 9.3.2 
  
Other specs � X  Other core specifications � 25.423 CR 591 R4 
affected:   Test specifications  
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   O&M Specifications  
  
Other comments: �  
 
How to create CRs using this form: 
Comprehensive information and tips about how to create CRs can be found at: http://www.3gpp.org/3G_Specs/CRs.htm.  
Below is a brief summary: 

1) Fill out the above form. The symbols above marked � contain pop-up help information about the field that they are 
closest to. 

2) Obtain the latest version for the release of the specification to which the change is proposed. Use the MS Word 
"revision marks"  feature (also known as "track changes") when making the changes. All 3GPP specifications can be 
downloaded from the 3GPP server under ftp://www.3gpp.org/specs/ For the latest version, look for the directory 
name with the latest date e.g. 2000-09 contains the specifications resulting from the September 2000 TSG meetings. 

3) With "track changes" disabled, paste the entire CR form (use CTRL-A to select it) into the specification just 
in front of the clause containing the first piece of changed text.  Delete those parts of the specification 
which are not relevant to the change request.
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9.3.2 Elementary Procedure Definitions 
-- ************************************************************** 
-- 
-- Elementary Procedure definitions 
-- 
-- ************************************************************** 
 
NBAP-PDU-Discriptions { 
itu-t (0) identified-organization (4) etsi (0) mobileDomain (0)  
umts-Access (20) modules (3) nbap (2) version1 (1) nbap-PDU-Descriptions (0) } 
 
DEFINITIONS AUTOMATIC TAGS ::=  
 
BEGIN 
 
-- ************************************************************** 
-- 
-- IE parameter types from other modules. 
-- 
-- ************************************************************** 
 
IMPORTS 
 Criticality, 
 ProcedureID, 
 MessageDiscriminator, 
 TransactionID 
FROM NBAP-CommonDataTypes 
 
 CommonTransportChannelSetupRequestFDD, 
 CommonTransportChannelSetupRequestTDD, 
 CommonTransportChannelSetupResponse, 
 CommonTransportChannelSetupFailure, 
 CommonTransportChannelReconfigurationRequestFDD, 
 CommonTransportChannelReconfigurationRequestTDD, 
 CommonTransportChannelReconfigurationResponse, 
 CommonTransportChannelReconfigurationFailure, 
 CommonTransportChannelDeletionRequest, 
 CommonTransportChannelDeletionResponse, 
 BlockResourceRequest, 
 BlockResourceResponse, 
 BlockResourceFailure, 
 UnblockResourceIndication, 
 AuditFailure, 
 AuditRequiredIndication, 
 AuditRequest, 
 AuditResponse, 
 CommonMeasurementInitiationRequest, 
 CommonMeasurementInitiationResponse, 
 CommonMeasurementInitiationFailure, 
 CommonMeasurementReport, 
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 CommonMeasurementTerminationRequest, 
 CommonMeasurementFailureIndication, 
 CellSetupRequestFDD, 
 CellSetupRequestTDD, 
 CellSetupResponse, 
 CellSetupFailure, 
 CellReconfigurationRequestFDD, 
 CellReconfigurationRequestTDD, 
 CellReconfigurationResponse, 
 CellReconfigurationFailure, 
 CellDeletionRequest, 
 CellDeletionResponse, 
 ResourceStatusIndication, 
 SystemInformationUpdateRequest, 
 SystemInformationUpdateResponse, 
 SystemInformationUpdateFailure, 
 ResetRequest, 
 ResetResponse, 
 RadioLinkPreemptionRequiredIndication, 
 RadioLinkSetupRequestFDD, 
 RadioLinkSetupRequestTDD, 
 RadioLinkSetupResponseFDD, 
 RadioLinkSetupResponseTDD, 
 RadioLinkSetupFailureFDD, 
 RadioLinkSetupFailureTDD, 
 RadioLinkAdditionRequestFDD, 
 RadioLinkAdditionRequestTDD, 
 RadioLinkAdditionResponseFDD, 
 RadioLinkAdditionResponseTDD, 
 RadioLinkAdditionFailureFDD, 
 RadioLinkAdditionFailureTDD, 
 RadioLinkReconfigurationPrepareFDD, 
 RadioLinkReconfigurationPrepareTDD, 
 RadioLinkReconfigurationReady, 
 RadioLinkReconfigurationFailure, 
 RadioLinkReconfigurationCommit, 
 RadioLinkReconfigurationCancel, 
 RadioLinkReconfigurationRequestFDD, 
 RadioLinkReconfigurationRequestTDD, 
 RadioLinkReconfigurationResponse, 
 RadioLinkDeletionRequest, 
 RadioLinkDeletionResponse, 
 DL-PowerControlRequest, 
 DL-PowerTimeslotControlRequest, 
 DedicatedMeasurementInitiationRequest, 
 DedicatedMeasurementInitiationResponse, 
 DedicatedMeasurementInitiationFailure, 
 DedicatedMeasurementReport, 
 DedicatedMeasurementTerminationRequest, 
 DedicatedMeasurementFailureIndication, 
 RadioLinkFailureIndication, 
 RadioLinkRestoreIndication, 
 CompressedModeCommand, 
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 ErrorIndication, 
 PrivateMessage, 
 PhysicalSharedChannelReconfigurationRequestTDD, 
 PhysicalSharedChannelReconfigurationResponseTDD, 
 PhysicalSharedChannelReconfigurationFailureTDD 
FROM NBAP-PDU-Contents 
 
 id-audit, 
 id-auditRequired, 
 id-blockResource, 
 id-cellDeletion, 
 id-cellReconfiguration, 
 id-cellSetup, 
 id-commonMeasurementFailure, 
 id-commonMeasurementInitiation, 
 id-commonMeasurementReport, 
 id-commonMeasurementTermination, 
 id-commonTransportChannelDelete, 
 id-commonTransportChannelReconfigure, 
 id-commonTransportChannelSetup, 
 id-compressedModeCommand, 
 id-dedicatedMeasurementFailure, 
 id-dedicatedMeasurementInitiation, 
 id-dedicatedMeasurementReport, 
 id-dedicatedMeasurementTermination, 
 id-downlinkPowerControl, 
 id-downlinkPowerTimeslotControl, 
 id-errorIndicationForDedicated, 
 id-errorIndicationForCommon, 
 id-physicalSharedChannelReconfiguration, 
 id-privateMessageForDedicated, 
 id-privateMessageForCommon, 
 id-radioLinkAddition, 
 id-radioLinkDeletion, 
 id-radioLinkFailure, 
 id-radioLinkPreemption, 
 id-radioLinkRestoration, 
 id-radioLinkSetup, 
 id-reset, 
 id-resourceStatusIndication, 
 id-synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationCancellation, 
 id-synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationCommit, 
 id-synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationPreparation, 
 id-systemInformationUpdate, 
 id-unblockResource, 
 id-unSynchronisedRadioLinkReconfiguration 
FROM NBAP-Constants; 
 
-- ************************************************************** 
-- 
-- Interface Elementary Procedure Class 
-- 
-- ************************************************************** 
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NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= CLASS { 
 &InitiatingMessage     , 
 &SuccessfulOutcome     OPTIONAL, 
 &UnsuccessfulOutcome    OPTIONAL, 
 &Outcome       OPTIONAL, 
 &messageDiscriminator    MessageDiscriminator, 
 &procedureID      ProcedureID  UNIQUE, 
 &criticality      Criticality  DEFAULT ignore 
} 
 
WITH SYNTAX { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE     &InitiatingMessage 
 [SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME     &SuccessfulOutcome] 
 [UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME    &UnsuccessfulOutcome] 
 [OUTCOME       &Outcome] 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR    &messageDiscriminator 
 PROCEDURE ID      &procedureID 
 [CRITICALITY      &criticality] 
} 
 
-- ************************************************************** 
-- 
-- Interface PDU Definition 
-- 
-- ************************************************************** 
 
NBAP-PDU ::= CHOICE { 
 initiatingMessage  InitiatingMessage, 
 succesfulOutcome  SuccessfulOutcome, 
 unsuccesfulOutcome  UnsuccessfulOutcome, 
 outcome     Outcome, 
 ... 
} 
 
InitiatingMessage ::= SEQUENCE { 
 procedureID    NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&procedureID ({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}), 
 criticality    NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&criticality ({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}), 
 messageDiscriminator NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&messageDiscriminator({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}), 
 transactionID    TransactionID, 
 value     NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&InitiatingMessage({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}) 
} 
 
SuccessfulOutcome ::= SEQUENCE { 
 procedureID    NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&procedureID ({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}), 
 criticality    NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&criticality ({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}), 
 messageDiscriminator NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&messageDiscriminator({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}), 
  transactionID    TransactionID, 
 value     NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&SuccessfulOutcome({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}) 
} 
 
UnsuccessfulOutcome ::= SEQUENCE { 
 procedureID    NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&procedureID ({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}), 
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 criticality    NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&criticality ({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}), 
 messageDiscriminator NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&messageDiscriminator({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}), 
 transactionID    TransactionID, 
 value     NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&UnsuccessfulOutcome({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}) 
} 
 
Outcome ::= SEQUENCE { 
 procedureID    NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&procedureID ({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}), 
 criticality    NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&criticality ({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}), 
 messageDiscriminator NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&messageDiscriminator({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}), 
 transactionID    TransactionID, 
 value     NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&Outcome ({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}) 
} 
 
-- ************************************************************** 
-- 
-- Interface Elementary Procedure List 
-- 
-- ************************************************************** 
 
NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES-CLASS-1   | 
 NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES-CLASS-2   , 
 ... 
} 
 
NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES-CLASS-1 NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 cellSetupFDD          | 
 cellSetupTDD          | 
 cellReconfigurationFDD        | 
 cellReconfigurationTDD        | 
 cellDeletion          | 
 commonTransportChannelSetupFDD      | 
 commonTransportChannelSetupTDD      | 
 commonTransportChannelReconfigureFDD    | 
 commonTransportChannelReconfigureTDD    | 
 commonTransportChannelDelete      | 
 audit            | 
 blockResource          | 
 radioLinkSetupFDD         | 
 radioLinkSetupTDD         | 
 systemInformationUpdate        | 
 commonMeasurementInitiation       | 
 radioLinkAdditionFDD        | 
 radioLinkAdditionTDD        | 
 radioLinkDeletion         | 
 reset            | 
 synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationPreparationFDD | 
 synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationPreparationTDD | 
 unSynchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationFDD   | 
 unSynchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationTDD   | 
 dedicatedMeasurementInitiation      | 
 physicalSharedChannelReconfiguration    , 
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 ... 
} 
 
NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES-CLASS-2 NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 resourceStatusIndication       | 
 auditRequired          | 
 commonMeasurementReport        | 
 commonMeasurementTermination      | 
 commonMeasurementFailure       | 
 synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationCommit   | 
 synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationCancellation | 
 radioLinkFailure         | 
 radioLinkPreemption         | 
 radioLinkRestoration        | 
 dedicatedMeasurementReport       | 
 dedicatedMeasurementTermination      | 
 dedicatedMeasurementFailure       | 
 downlinkPowerControlFDD        | 
 downlinkPowerTimeslotControl      | 
 compressedModeCommand        | 
 unblockResource          | 
 errorIndicationForDedicated       | 
 errorIndicationForCommon       | 
 privateMessageForDedicated       | 
 privateMessageForCommon        , 
 ... 
} 
 
-- ************************************************************** 
-- 
-- Interface Elementary Procedures 
-- 
-- ************************************************************** 
 
-- Class 1 
 
-- *** CellSetup (FDD) *** 
cellSetupFDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CellSetupRequestFDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  CellSetupResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CellSetupFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-cellSetup, ddMode fdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** CellSetup (TDD) *** 
cellSetupTDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CellSetupRequestTDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  CellSetupResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CellSetupFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-cellSetup, ddMode tdd }  
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 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** CellReconfiguration(FDD) *** 
cellReconfigurationFDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CellReconfigurationRequestFDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  CellReconfigurationResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CellReconfigurationFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-cellReconfiguration, ddMode fdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** CellReconfiguration(TDD) *** 
cellReconfigurationTDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CellReconfigurationRequestTDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  CellReconfigurationResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CellReconfigurationFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-cellReconfiguration, ddMode tdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** CellDeletion *** 
cellDeletion NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CellDeletionRequest 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  CellDeletionResponse 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-cellDeletion, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** CommonTransportChannelSetup (FDD) *** 
commonTransportChannelSetupFDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CommonTransportChannelSetupRequestFDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  CommonTransportChannelSetupResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CommonTransportChannelSetupFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-commonTransportChannelSetup, ddMode fdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** CommonTransportChannelSetup (TDD) *** 
commonTransportChannelSetupTDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CommonTransportChannelSetupRequestTDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  CommonTransportChannelSetupResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CommonTransportChannelSetupFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-commonTransportChannelSetup, ddMode tdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** CommonTransportChannelReconfigure (FDD) *** 
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commonTransportChannelReconfigureFDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CommonTransportChannelReconfigurationRequestFDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  CommonTransportChannelReconfigurationResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CommonTransportChannelReconfigurationFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-commonTransportChannelReconfigure, ddMode fdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** CommonTransportChannelReconfigure (TDD) *** 
commonTransportChannelReconfigureTDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CommonTransportChannelReconfigurationRequestTDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  CommonTransportChannelReconfigurationResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CommonTransportChannelReconfigurationFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-commonTransportChannelReconfigure, ddMode tdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** CommonTransportChannelDelete *** 
commonTransportChannelDelete NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CommonTransportChannelDeletionRequest 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  CommonTransportChannelDeletionResponse 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-commonTransportChannelDelete, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** Audit *** 
audit NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  AuditRequest 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  AuditResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME AuditFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-audit, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** BlockResourceRequest *** 
blockResource NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  BlockResourceRequest 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  BlockResourceResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME BlockResourceFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-blockResource, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** RadioLinkSetup (FDD) *** 
radioLinkSetupFDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkSetupRequestFDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  RadioLinkSetupResponseFDD 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME RadioLinkSetupFailureFDD 
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 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-radioLinkSetup, ddMode fdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** RadioLinkSetup (TDD) *** 
radioLinkSetupTDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkSetupRequestTDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  RadioLinkSetupResponseTDD 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME RadioLinkSetupFailureTDD 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-radioLinkSetup, ddMode tdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** SystemInformationUpdate *** 
systemInformationUpdate NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  SystemInformationUpdateRequest 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  SystemInformationUpdateResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME SystemInformationUpdateFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-systemInformationUpdate, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** Reset *** 

reset NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 

 INITIATING MESSAGE  ResetRequest 

 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  ResetResponse 

 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 

 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-reset, ddMode common }  

 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** CommonMeasurementInitiation *** 
commonMeasurementInitiation NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CommonMeasurementInitiationRequest 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  CommonMeasurementInitiationResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CommonMeasurementInitiationFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-commonMeasurementInitiation, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** RadioLinkAddition (FDD) *** 
radioLinkAdditionFDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkAdditionRequestFDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  RadioLinkAdditionResponseFDD 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME RadioLinkAdditionFailureFDD 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-radioLinkAddition, ddMode fdd }  
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 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** RadioLinkAddition (TDD) *** 
radioLinkAdditionTDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkAdditionRequestTDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  RadioLinkAdditionResponseTDD 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME RadioLinkAdditionFailureTDD 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-radioLinkAddition, ddMode tdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** RadioLinkDeletion *** 
radioLinkDeletion NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkDeletionRequest 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  RadioLinkDeletionResponse 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-radioLinkDeletion, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** SynchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationPreparation (FDD) *** 
synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationPreparationFDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkReconfigurationPrepareFDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  RadioLinkReconfigurationReady 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME RadioLinkReconfigurationFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationPreparation, ddMode fdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** SynchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationPreparation (TDD) *** 
synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationPreparationTDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkReconfigurationPrepareTDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  RadioLinkReconfigurationReady 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME RadioLinkReconfigurationFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationPreparation, ddMode tdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** UnSynchronisedRadioLinkReconfiguration (FDD) *** 
unSynchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationFDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkReconfigurationRequestFDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  RadioLinkReconfigurationResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME RadioLinkReconfigurationFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-unSynchronisedRadioLinkReconfiguration, ddMode fdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** UnSynchronisedRadioLinkReconfiguration (TDD) *** 
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unSynchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationTDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkReconfigurationRequestTDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  RadioLinkReconfigurationResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME RadioLinkReconfigurationFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-unSynchronisedRadioLinkReconfiguration, ddMode tdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** DedicatedMeasurementInitiation  *** 
dedicatedMeasurementInitiation NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  DedicatedMeasurementInitiationRequest 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  DedicatedMeasurementInitiationResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME DedicatedMeasurementInitiationFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-dedicatedMeasurementInitiation, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** PhysicalSharedChannelReconfiguration (TDD only) *** 
physicalSharedChannelReconfiguration NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE PhysicalSharedChannelReconfigurationRequestTDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME PhysicalSharedChannelReconfigurationResponseTDD 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME PhysicalSharedChannelReconfigurationFailureTDD 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicatedcommon 
 PROCEDURE ID   { procedureCode id-physicalSharedChannelReconfiguration, ddMode tdd }  
 CRITICALITY   reject 
} 
 
-- Class 2 
 
-- *** ResourceStatusIndication *** 
resourceStatusIndication NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  ResourceStatusIndication 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-resourceStatusIndication, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** AuditRequired *** 
auditRequired NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  AuditRequiredIndication 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-auditRequired, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** CommonMeasurementReport *** 
commonMeasurementReport NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CommonMeasurementReport 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-commonMeasurementReport, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
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} 
 
-- *** CommonMeasurementTermination *** 
commonMeasurementTermination NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CommonMeasurementTerminationRequest 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-commonMeasurementTermination, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** CommonMeasurementFailure *** 
commonMeasurementFailure NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CommonMeasurementFailureIndication 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-commonMeasurementFailure, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** SynchronisedRadioLinkReconfirurationCommit *** 
synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationCommit NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkReconfigurationCommit 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationCommit, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** SynchronisedRadioReconfigurationCancellation *** 
synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationCancellation NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkReconfigurationCancel 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationCancellation, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** RadioLinkFailure *** 
radioLinkFailure NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkFailureIndication 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-radioLinkFailure, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** RadioLinkPreemption *** 
radioLinkPreemption NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE RadioLinkPreemptionRequiredIndication 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID  { procedureCode id-radioLinkPreemption, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY  ignore 
} 
 
-- *** RadioLinkRestoration *** 
radioLinkRestoration NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkRestoreIndication 
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 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-radioLinkRestoration, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** DedicatedMeasurementReport *** 
dedicatedMeasurementReport NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  DedicatedMeasurementReport 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-dedicatedMeasurementReport, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** DedicatedMeasurementTermination  *** 
dedicatedMeasurementTermination NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  DedicatedMeasurementTerminationRequest 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-dedicatedMeasurementTermination, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** DedicatedMeasurementFailure *** 
dedicatedMeasurementFailure NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  DedicatedMeasurementFailureIndication 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-dedicatedMeasurementFailure, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** DLPowerControl (FDD only) *** 
downlinkPowerControlFDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  DL-PowerControlRequest 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-downlinkPowerControl, ddMode fdd } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** DLPowerTimeslotControl (TDD only) *** 
downlinkPowerTimeslotControl NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  DL-PowerTimeslotControlRequest 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-downlinkPowerTimeslotControl, ddMode tdd } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** CompressedModeCommand (FDD only) *** 
compressedModeCommand NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CompressedModeCommand 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-compressedModeCommand, ddMode fdd } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
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-- *** UnblockResourceIndication *** 
unblockResource NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  UnblockResourceIndication 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-unblockResource, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** ErrorIndication for Dedicated procedures *** 
errorIndicationForDedicated NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  ErrorIndication 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-errorIndicationForDedicated, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** ErrorIndication for Common procedures *** 
errorIndicationForCommon NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  ErrorIndication 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-errorIndicationForCommon, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** PrivateMessage for Dedicated procedures *** 
privateMessageForDedicated NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  PrivateMessage 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID   { procedureCode id-privateMessageForDedicated, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** PrivateMessage for Common procedures *** 
privateMessageForCommon NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  PrivateMessage 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID   { procedureCode id-privateMessageForCommon, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
END 
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9.3.2 Elementary Procedure Definitions 
-- ************************************************************** 
-- 
-- Elementary Procedure definitions 
-- 
-- ************************************************************** 
 
NBAP-PDU-Discriptions { 
itu-t (0) identified-organization (4) etsi (0) mobileDomain (0)  
umts-Access (20) modules (3) nbap (2) version1 (1) nbap-PDU-Descriptions (0) } 
 
DEFINITIONS AUTOMATIC TAGS ::=  
 
BEGIN 
 
-- ************************************************************** 
-- 
-- IE parameter types from other modules. 
-- 
-- ************************************************************** 
 
IMPORTS 
 Criticality, 
 ProcedureID, 
 MessageDiscriminator, 
 TransactionID 
FROM NBAP-CommonDataTypes 
 
 CommonTransportChannelSetupRequestFDD, 
 CommonTransportChannelSetupRequestTDD, 
 CommonTransportChannelSetupResponse, 
 CommonTransportChannelSetupFailure, 
 CommonTransportChannelReconfigurationRequestFDD, 
 CommonTransportChannelReconfigurationRequestTDD, 
 CommonTransportChannelReconfigurationResponse, 
 CommonTransportChannelReconfigurationFailure, 
 CommonTransportChannelDeletionRequest, 
 CommonTransportChannelDeletionResponse, 
 BlockResourceRequest, 
 BlockResourceResponse, 
 BlockResourceFailure, 
 UnblockResourceIndication, 
 AuditFailure, 
 AuditRequiredIndication, 
 AuditRequest, 
 AuditResponse, 
 CommonMeasurementInitiationRequest, 
 CommonMeasurementInitiationResponse, 
 CommonMeasurementInitiationFailure, 
 CommonMeasurementReport, 
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 CommonMeasurementTerminationRequest, 
 CommonMeasurementFailureIndication, 
 CellSetupRequestFDD, 
 CellSetupRequestTDD, 
 CellSetupResponse, 
 CellSetupFailure, 
 CellReconfigurationRequestFDD, 
 CellReconfigurationRequestTDD, 
 CellReconfigurationResponse, 
 CellReconfigurationFailure, 
 CellDeletionRequest, 
 CellDeletionResponse, 
 InformationExchangeInitiationRequest, 
 InformationExchangeInitiationResponse, 
 InformationExchangeInitiationFailure, 
 InformationReport, 
 InformationExchangeTerminationRequest, 
 InformationExchangeFailureIndication, 
 ResourceStatusIndication, 
 SystemInformationUpdateRequest, 
 SystemInformationUpdateResponse, 
 SystemInformationUpdateFailure, 
 ResetRequest, 
 ResetResponse, 
 RadioLinkPreemptionRequiredIndication, 
 RadioLinkSetupRequestFDD, 
 RadioLinkSetupRequestTDD, 
 RadioLinkSetupResponseFDD, 
 RadioLinkSetupResponseTDD, 
 RadioLinkSetupFailureFDD, 
 RadioLinkSetupFailureTDD, 
 RadioLinkAdditionRequestFDD, 
 RadioLinkAdditionRequestTDD, 
 RadioLinkAdditionResponseFDD, 
 RadioLinkAdditionResponseTDD, 
 RadioLinkAdditionFailureFDD, 
 RadioLinkAdditionFailureTDD, 
 RadioLinkReconfigurationPrepareFDD, 
 RadioLinkReconfigurationPrepareTDD, 
 RadioLinkReconfigurationReady, 
 RadioLinkReconfigurationFailure, 
 RadioLinkReconfigurationCommit, 
 RadioLinkReconfigurationCancel, 
 RadioLinkReconfigurationRequestFDD, 
 RadioLinkReconfigurationRequestTDD, 
 RadioLinkReconfigurationResponse, 
 RadioLinkDeletionRequest, 
 RadioLinkDeletionResponse, 
 DL-PowerControlRequest, 
 DL-PowerTimeslotControlRequest, 
 DedicatedMeasurementInitiationRequest, 
 DedicatedMeasurementInitiationResponse, 
 DedicatedMeasurementInitiationFailure, 
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 DedicatedMeasurementReport, 
 DedicatedMeasurementTerminationRequest, 
 DedicatedMeasurementFailureIndication, 
 RadioLinkFailureIndication, 
 RadioLinkRestoreIndication, 
 CompressedModeCommand, 
 ErrorIndication, 
 PrivateMessage, 
 PhysicalSharedChannelReconfigurationRequestTDD, 
 PhysicalSharedChannelReconfigurationResponseTDD, 
 PhysicalSharedChannelReconfigurationFailureTDD, 
 CellSynchronisationInitiationRequestTDD, 
 CellSynchronisationInitiationResponseTDD, 
 CellSynchronisationInitiationFailureTDD, 
 CellSynchronisationReconfigurationRequestTDD, 
 CellSynchronisationReconfigurationResponseTDD, 
 CellSynchronisationReconfigurationFailureTDD, 
 CellSynchronisationAdjustmentRequestTDD, 
 CellSynchronisationAdjustmentResponseTDD, 
 CellSynchronisationAdjustmentFailureTDD, 
 CellSynchronisationReportTDD, 
 CellSynchronisationTerminationRequestTDD, 
 CellSynchronisationFailureIndicationTDD 
FROM NBAP-PDU-Contents 
 
 id-audit, 
 id-auditRequired, 
 id-blockResource, 
 id-cellDeletion, 
 id-cellReconfiguration, 
 id-cellSetup, 
 id-cellSynchronisationInitiation, 
 id-cellSynchronisationReconfiguration, 
 id-cellSynchronisationReporting, 
 id-cellSynchronisationTermination, 
 id-cellSynchronisationFailure, 
 id-commonMeasurementFailure, 
 id-commonMeasurementInitiation, 
 id-commonMeasurementReport, 
 id-commonMeasurementTermination, 
 id-commonTransportChannelDelete, 
 id-commonTransportChannelReconfigure, 
 id-commonTransportChannelSetup, 
 id-compressedModeCommand, 
 id-dedicatedMeasurementFailure, 
 id-dedicatedMeasurementInitiation, 
 id-dedicatedMeasurementReport, 
 id-dedicatedMeasurementTermination, 
 id-downlinkPowerControl, 
 id-downlinkPowerTimeslotControl, 
 id-errorIndicationForDedicated, 
 id-errorIndicationForCommon, 
 id-informationExchangeFailure, 
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    id-informationExchangeInitiation, 
    id-informationReporting, 
    id-informationExchangeTermination, 
 id-physicalSharedChannelReconfiguration, 
 id-privateMessageForDedicated, 
 id-privateMessageForCommon, 
 id-radioLinkAddition, 
 id-radioLinkDeletion, 
 id-radioLinkFailure, 
 id-radioLinkPreemption, 
 id-radioLinkRestoration, 
 id-radioLinkSetup, 
 id-reset, 
 id-resourceStatusIndication, 
 id-cellSynchronisationAdjustment, 
 id-synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationCancellation, 
 id-synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationCommit, 
 id-synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationPreparation, 
 id-systemInformationUpdate, 
 id-unblockResource, 
 id-unSynchronisedRadioLinkReconfiguration 
FROM NBAP-Constants; 
 
-- ************************************************************** 
-- 
-- Interface Elementary Procedure Class 
-- 
-- ************************************************************** 
 
NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= CLASS { 
 &InitiatingMessage     , 
 &SuccessfulOutcome     OPTIONAL, 
 &UnsuccessfulOutcome    OPTIONAL, 
 &Outcome       OPTIONAL, 
 &messageDiscriminator    MessageDiscriminator, 
 &procedureID      ProcedureID  UNIQUE, 
 &criticality      Criticality  DEFAULT ignore 
} 
 
WITH SYNTAX { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE     &InitiatingMessage 
 [SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME     &SuccessfulOutcome] 
 [UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME    &UnsuccessfulOutcome] 
 [OUTCOME       &Outcome] 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR    &messageDiscriminator 
 PROCEDURE ID      &procedureID 
 [CRITICALITY      &criticality] 
} 
 
-- ************************************************************** 
-- 
-- Interface PDU Definition 
-- 
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-- ************************************************************** 
 
NBAP-PDU ::= CHOICE { 
 initiatingMessage  InitiatingMessage, 
 succesfulOutcome  SuccessfulOutcome, 
 unsuccesfulOutcome  UnsuccessfulOutcome, 
 outcome     Outcome, 
 ... 
} 
 
InitiatingMessage ::= SEQUENCE { 
 procedureID    NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&procedureID ({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}), 
 criticality    NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&criticality ({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}), 
 messageDiscriminator NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&messageDiscriminator({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}), 
 transactionID    TransactionID, 
 value     NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&InitiatingMessage({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}) 
} 
 
SuccessfulOutcome ::= SEQUENCE { 
 procedureID    NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&procedureID ({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}), 
 criticality    NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&criticality ({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}), 
 messageDiscriminator NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&messageDiscriminator({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}), 
  transactionID    TransactionID, 
 value     NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&SuccessfulOutcome({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}) 
} 
 
UnsuccessfulOutcome ::= SEQUENCE { 
 procedureID    NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&procedureID ({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}), 
 criticality    NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&criticality ({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}), 
 messageDiscriminator NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&messageDiscriminator({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}), 
 transactionID    TransactionID, 
 value     NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&UnsuccessfulOutcome({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}) 
} 
 
Outcome ::= SEQUENCE { 
 procedureID    NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&procedureID ({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}), 
 criticality    NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&criticality ({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}), 
 messageDiscriminator NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&messageDiscriminator({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}), 
 transactionID    TransactionID, 
 value     NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE.&Outcome ({NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES}{@procedureID}) 
} 
 
-- ************************************************************** 
-- 
-- Interface Elementary Procedure List 
-- 
-- ************************************************************** 
 
NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES-CLASS-1   | 
 NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES-CLASS-2   , 
 ... 
} 
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NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES-CLASS-1 NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 cellSetupFDD          | 
 cellSetupTDD          | 
 cellReconfigurationFDD        | 
 cellReconfigurationTDD        | 
 cellDeletion          | 
 commonTransportChannelSetupFDD      | 
 commonTransportChannelSetupTDD      | 
 commonTransportChannelReconfigureFDD    | 
 commonTransportChannelReconfigureTDD    | 
 commonTransportChannelDelete      | 
 audit            | 
 blockResource          | 
 radioLinkSetupFDD         | 
 radioLinkSetupTDD         | 
 systemInformationUpdate        | 
 commonMeasurementInitiation       | 
 radioLinkAdditionFDD        | 
 radioLinkAdditionTDD        | 
 radioLinkDeletion         | 
 reset            | 
 synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationPreparationFDD | 
 synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationPreparationTDD | 
 unSynchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationFDD   | 
 unSynchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationTDD   | 
 dedicatedMeasurementInitiation      | 
 physicalSharedChannelReconfiguration    , 
 ..., 
    informationExchangeInitiation      | 
 cellSynchronisationInitiationTDD     | 
 cellSynchronisationReconfigurationTDD    | 
 cellSynchronisationAdjustmentTDD 
} 
 
NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURES-CLASS-2 NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 resourceStatusIndication       | 
 auditRequired          | 
 commonMeasurementReport        | 
 commonMeasurementTermination      | 
 commonMeasurementFailure       | 
 synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationCommit   | 
 synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationCancellation | 
 radioLinkFailure         | 
 radioLinkPreemption         | 
 radioLinkRestoration        | 
 dedicatedMeasurementReport       | 
 dedicatedMeasurementTermination      | 
 dedicatedMeasurementFailure       | 
 downlinkPowerControlFDD        | 
 downlinkPowerTimeslotControl      | 
 compressedModeCommand        | 
 unblockResource          | 
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 errorIndicationForDedicated       | 
 errorIndicationForCommon       | 
 privateMessageForDedicated       | 
 privateMessageForCommon        , 
 ..., 
 informationReporting        | 
 informationExchangeTermination      | 
 informationExchangeFailure       | 
 cellSynchronisationReportingTDD      | 
 cellSynchronisationTerminationTDD     | 
 cellSynchronisationFailureTDD 
} 
 
-- ************************************************************** 
-- 
-- Interface Elementary Procedures 
-- 
-- ************************************************************** 
 
-- Class 1 
 
-- *** CellSetup (FDD) *** 
cellSetupFDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CellSetupRequestFDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  CellSetupResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CellSetupFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-cellSetup, ddMode fdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** CellSetup (TDD) *** 
cellSetupTDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CellSetupRequestTDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  CellSetupResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CellSetupFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-cellSetup, ddMode tdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** CellReconfiguration(FDD) *** 
cellReconfigurationFDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CellReconfigurationRequestFDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  CellReconfigurationResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CellReconfigurationFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-cellReconfiguration, ddMode fdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** CellReconfiguration(TDD) *** 
cellReconfigurationTDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
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 INITIATING MESSAGE  CellReconfigurationRequestTDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  CellReconfigurationResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CellReconfigurationFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-cellReconfiguration, ddMode tdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** CellDeletion *** 
cellDeletion NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CellDeletionRequest 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  CellDeletionResponse 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-cellDeletion, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** CommonTransportChannelSetup (FDD) *** 
commonTransportChannelSetupFDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CommonTransportChannelSetupRequestFDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  CommonTransportChannelSetupResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CommonTransportChannelSetupFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-commonTransportChannelSetup, ddMode fdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** CommonTransportChannelSetup (TDD) *** 
commonTransportChannelSetupTDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CommonTransportChannelSetupRequestTDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  CommonTransportChannelSetupResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CommonTransportChannelSetupFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-commonTransportChannelSetup, ddMode tdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** CommonTransportChannelReconfigure (FDD) *** 
commonTransportChannelReconfigureFDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CommonTransportChannelReconfigurationRequestFDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  CommonTransportChannelReconfigurationResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CommonTransportChannelReconfigurationFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-commonTransportChannelReconfigure, ddMode fdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** CommonTransportChannelReconfigure (TDD) *** 
commonTransportChannelReconfigureTDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CommonTransportChannelReconfigurationRequestTDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  CommonTransportChannelReconfigurationResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CommonTransportChannelReconfigurationFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
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 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-commonTransportChannelReconfigure, ddMode tdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** CommonTransportChannelDelete *** 
commonTransportChannelDelete NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CommonTransportChannelDeletionRequest 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  CommonTransportChannelDeletionResponse 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-commonTransportChannelDelete, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** Audit *** 
audit NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  AuditRequest 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  AuditResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME AuditFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-audit, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** BlockResourceRequest *** 
blockResource NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  BlockResourceRequest 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  BlockResourceResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME BlockResourceFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-blockResource, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** RadioLinkSetup (FDD) *** 
radioLinkSetupFDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkSetupRequestFDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  RadioLinkSetupResponseFDD 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME RadioLinkSetupFailureFDD 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-radioLinkSetup, ddMode fdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** RadioLinkSetup (TDD) *** 
radioLinkSetupTDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkSetupRequestTDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  RadioLinkSetupResponseTDD 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME RadioLinkSetupFailureTDD 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-radioLinkSetup, ddMode tdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
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-- *** SystemInformationUpdate *** 
systemInformationUpdate NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  SystemInformationUpdateRequest 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  SystemInformationUpdateResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME SystemInformationUpdateFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-systemInformationUpdate, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** Reset *** 

reset NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 

 INITIATING MESSAGE  ResetRequest 

 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  ResetResponse 

 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 

 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-reset, ddMode common }  

 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** CommonMeasurementInitiation *** 
commonMeasurementInitiation NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CommonMeasurementInitiationRequest 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  CommonMeasurementInitiationResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CommonMeasurementInitiationFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-commonMeasurementInitiation, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** RadioLinkAddition (FDD) *** 
radioLinkAdditionFDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkAdditionRequestFDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  RadioLinkAdditionResponseFDD 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME RadioLinkAdditionFailureFDD 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-radioLinkAddition, ddMode fdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** RadioLinkAddition (TDD) *** 
radioLinkAdditionTDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkAdditionRequestTDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  RadioLinkAdditionResponseTDD 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME RadioLinkAdditionFailureTDD 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-radioLinkAddition, ddMode tdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** RadioLinkDeletion *** 
radioLinkDeletion NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
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 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkDeletionRequest 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  RadioLinkDeletionResponse 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-radioLinkDeletion, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** SynchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationPreparation (FDD) *** 
synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationPreparationFDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkReconfigurationPrepareFDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  RadioLinkReconfigurationReady 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME RadioLinkReconfigurationFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationPreparation, ddMode fdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** SynchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationPreparation (TDD) *** 
synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationPreparationTDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkReconfigurationPrepareTDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  RadioLinkReconfigurationReady 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME RadioLinkReconfigurationFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationPreparation, ddMode tdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** UnSynchronisedRadioLinkReconfiguration (FDD) *** 
unSynchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationFDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkReconfigurationRequestFDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  RadioLinkReconfigurationResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME RadioLinkReconfigurationFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-unSynchronisedRadioLinkReconfiguration, ddMode fdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** UnSynchronisedRadioLinkReconfiguration (TDD) *** 
unSynchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationTDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkReconfigurationRequestTDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  RadioLinkReconfigurationResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME RadioLinkReconfigurationFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-unSynchronisedRadioLinkReconfiguration, ddMode tdd }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** DedicatedMeasurementInitiation  *** 
dedicatedMeasurementInitiation NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  DedicatedMeasurementInitiationRequest 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  DedicatedMeasurementInitiationResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME DedicatedMeasurementInitiationFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
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 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-dedicatedMeasurementInitiation, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** PhysicalSharedChannelReconfiguration (TDD only) *** 
physicalSharedChannelReconfiguration NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE PhysicalSharedChannelReconfigurationRequestTDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME PhysicalSharedChannelReconfigurationResponseTDD 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME PhysicalSharedChannelReconfigurationFailureTDD 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR commondedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID   { procedureCode id-physicalSharedChannelReconfiguration, ddMode tdd }  
 CRITICALITY   reject 
} 
 
--*** InformationExchangeInitiation *** 
informationExchangeInitiation NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
    INITIATING MESSAGE  InformationExchangeInitiationRequest 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME  InformationExchangeInitiationResponse 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME InformationExchangeInitiationFailure 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-informationExchangeInitiation, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    reject 
} 
 
-- *** CellSynchronisationInitiation (TDD only) *** 
cellSynchronisationInitiationTDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE CellSynchronisationInitiationRequestTDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CellSynchronisationInitiationResponseTDD 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CellSynchronisationInitiationFailureTDD 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID   { procedureCode id-cellSynchronisationInitiation, ddMode tdd }  
 CRITICALITY   reject 
} 
 
-- *** CellSynchronisationReconfiguration (TDD only) *** 
cellSynchronisationReconfigurationTDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE CellSynchronisationReconfigurationRequestTDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CellSynchronisationReconfigurationResponseTDD 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CellSynchronisationReconfigurationFailureTDD 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID   { procedureCode id-cellSynchronisationReconfiguration, ddMode tdd }  
 CRITICALITY   reject 
} 
 
-- *** CellSynchronisationAdjustment (TDD only) *** 
cellSynchronisationAdjustmentTDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE CellSynchronisationAdjustmentRequestTDD 
 SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CellSynchronisationAdjustmentResponseTDD 
 UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOME CellSynchronisationAdjustmentFailureTDD 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID   { procedureCode id-cellSynchronisationAdjustment, ddMode tdd }  
 CRITICALITY   reject 
} 
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-- Class 2 
 
-- *** ResourceStatusIndication *** 
resourceStatusIndication NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  ResourceStatusIndication 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-resourceStatusIndication, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** AuditRequired *** 
auditRequired NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  AuditRequiredIndication 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-auditRequired, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** CommonMeasurementReport *** 
commonMeasurementReport NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CommonMeasurementReport 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-commonMeasurementReport, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** CommonMeasurementTermination *** 
commonMeasurementTermination NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CommonMeasurementTerminationRequest 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-commonMeasurementTermination, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** CommonMeasurementFailure *** 
commonMeasurementFailure NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CommonMeasurementFailureIndication 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-commonMeasurementFailure, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** SynchronisedRadioLinkReconfirurationCommit *** 
synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationCommit NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkReconfigurationCommit 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationCommit, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** SynchronisedRadioReconfigurationCancellation *** 
synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationCancellation NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
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 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkReconfigurationCancel 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-synchronisedRadioLinkReconfigurationCancellation, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** RadioLinkFailure *** 
radioLinkFailure NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkFailureIndication 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-radioLinkFailure, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** RadioLinkPreemption *** 
radioLinkPreemption NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE RadioLinkPreemptionRequiredIndication 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID  { procedureCode id-radioLinkPreemption, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY  ignore 
} 
 
-- *** RadioLinkRestoration *** 
radioLinkRestoration NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  RadioLinkRestoreIndication 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-radioLinkRestoration, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** DedicatedMeasurementReport *** 
dedicatedMeasurementReport NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  DedicatedMeasurementReport 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-dedicatedMeasurementReport, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** DedicatedMeasurementTermination  *** 
dedicatedMeasurementTermination NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  DedicatedMeasurementTerminationRequest 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-dedicatedMeasurementTermination, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** DedicatedMeasurementFailure *** 
dedicatedMeasurementFailure NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  DedicatedMeasurementFailureIndication 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-dedicatedMeasurementFailure, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
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-- *** DLPowerControl (FDD only) *** 
downlinkPowerControlFDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  DL-PowerControlRequest 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-downlinkPowerControl, ddMode fdd } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** DLPowerTimeslotControl (TDD only) *** 
downlinkPowerTimeslotControl NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  DL-PowerTimeslotControlRequest 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-downlinkPowerTimeslotControl, ddMode tdd } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** CompressedModeCommand (FDD only) *** 
compressedModeCommand NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CompressedModeCommand 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-compressedModeCommand, ddMode fdd } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** UnblockResourceIndication *** 
unblockResource NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  UnblockResourceIndication 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-unblockResource, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** ErrorIndication for Dedicated procedures *** 
errorIndicationForDedicated NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  ErrorIndication 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-errorIndicationForDedicated, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** ErrorIndication for Common procedures *** 
errorIndicationForCommon NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  ErrorIndication 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-errorIndicationForCommon, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** CellSynchronisationReporting (TDD only) *** 
cellSynchronisationReportingTDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CellSynchronisationReportTDD 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
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 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-cellSynchronisationReporting, ddMode tdd } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** CellSynchronisationTermination (TDD only) *** 
cellSynchronisationTerminationTDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CellSynchronisationTerminationRequestTDD 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-cellSynchronisationTermination, ddMode tdd } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** CellSynchronisationFailure (TDD only) *** 
cellSynchronisationFailureTDD NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  CellSynchronisationFailureIndicationTDD 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-cellSynchronisationFailure, ddMode tdd } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** PrivateMessage for Dedicated procedures *** 
privateMessageForDedicated NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  PrivateMessage 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR dedicated 
 PROCEDURE ID   { procedureCode id-privateMessageForDedicated, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** PrivateMessage for Common procedures *** 
privateMessageForCommon NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  PrivateMessage 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID   { procedureCode id-privateMessageForCommon, ddMode common } 
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** InformationReporting *** 
informationReporting NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  InformationReport 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-informationReporting, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** InformationExchangeTermination *** 
informationExchangeTermination NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  InformationExchangeTerminationRequest 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-informationExchangeTermination, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
-- *** InformationExchangeFailure *** 
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informationExchangeFailure NBAP-ELEMENTARY-PROCEDURE ::= { 
 INITIATING MESSAGE  InformationExchangeFailureIndication 
 MESSAGE DISCRIMINATOR common 
 PROCEDURE ID    { procedureCode id-informationExchangeFailure, ddMode common }  
 CRITICALITY    ignore 
} 
 
END 
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8.2.8.2 Successful Operation 

CRNC Node B

COMMON MEASUREMENT INITIATION
REQUEST

COMMON MEASUREMENT INITIATION
RESPONSE

 

Figure 11: Common Measurement Initiation procedure, Successful Operation 

The procedure is initiated with a COMMON MEASUREMENT INITIATION REQUEST message sent from the 
CRNC to the Node B using the Node B control port. 

Upon reception, the Node B shall initiate the requested measurement according to the parameters given in the request. 
Unless specified below, the meaning of the parameters are given in other specifications. 

[TDD - If the Time Slot Information is provided in the Common Measurement Object Type IE , the measurement 
request shall apply to the requested time slot individually.] 

[FDD - If the Spreading Factor Information is provided in the Common Measurement Object Type IE, measurement 
request shall apply to the PCPCHs whose minimum allowed spreading factor (Min UL Channelisation Code Length) is 
equal to the value of Spreading Factor Information. 

If the SFN Reporting Indicator IE is set to "FN Reporting Required", the SFN IE shall be included in the measurement 
report or in the measurement response, the latter only in the case the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’On-Demand’. 
The reported SFN shall be the SFN at the time when the measurement value was reported by the layer 3 filter, referred 
to as point C in the measurement model [25]. 

If the SFN IE is provided, it indicates the frame for which the first measurement shall be provided. The provided 
measurement value shall be the one reported by the layer 3 filter, referred to as point C in the measurement model [25]. 

Report characteristics 
The Report Characteristics IE indicates how the reporting of the measurement shall be performed. See also Annex B. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’On-Demand’, the Node B shall report the result of the requested measurement 
immediately. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Periodic’, the Node B shall periodically initiate a Measurement Reporting 
procedure for this measurement, with the requested report frequency. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event A’, the Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity rises above the requested threshold and stays there for the requested hysteresis 
time. If no hysteresis time is given, the Node B shall use the value zero for the hysteresis time. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event B’, the Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity falls below the requested threshold and stays there for the requested hysteresis 
time. If no hysteresis time is given, the Node B shall use the value zero for the hysteresis time. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event C’, the Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity rises by an amount greater than the requested threshold within the requested time. 
After having reported this type of event, the next C event reporting for the same measurement cannot be initiated before 
the rising/falling time has elapsed since the previous event reporting. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event D’, the Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity falls more than the requested threshold within the requested time. After having 
reported this type of event, the next D event reporting for the same measurement cannot be initiated before the 
rising/falling time has elapsed since the previous event reporting. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event E’, the Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity rises above the ’Measurement Threshold 1’ and stays there for the ’Measurement 
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Hysteresis Time’ (Report A). When the conditions for Report A are met and the Report Periodicity IE is provided, the 
Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting procedure periodically. If the conditions for Report A have 
been met and the measured entity falls below the ’Measurement Threshold 2’ and stays there for the ’Measurement 
Hysteresis Time’, the Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting procedure (Report B) as well as 
terminating any corresponding periodic reporting. If ’Measurement Threshold 2’ is not present, the Node B shall use 
’Measurement Threshold 1’ instead. If no ’Measurement Hysteresis Time’ is provided, the Node B shall use the value 
zero as hysteresis times for both Report A and Report B. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event F’, the Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity falls below the ’Measurement Threshold 1’ and stays there for the ’Measurement 
Hysteresis Time’ (Report A). When the conditions for Report A are met and the Report Periodicity IE is provided the 
Node B shall also initiate the Common Measurement Reporting procedure periodically. If the conditions for Report A 
have been met and the measured entity rises above the ’Measurement Threshold 2’ and stays there for the ’Measurement 
Hysteresis Time’, the Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting procedure (Report B) as well as 
terminating any corresponding periodic reporting. If ’Measurement Threshold 2’ is not present, the Node B shall use 
’Measurement Threshold 1’ instead. If no ’Measurement Hysteresis Time’ is provided, the Node B shall use the value 
zero as hysteresis times for both Report A and Report B. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is not set to ’On-Demand’, the Node B is required to perform reporting for a common 
measurement object, in accordance with the conditions provided in the COMMON MEASUREMENT INITIATION 
REQUEST message, as long as the object exists. If no common measurement object(s) for which a measurement is 
defined exists any more the Node B shall terminate the measurement locally without reporting this to the CRNC. 

If at the start of the measurement, the reporting criteria are fulfilled for any of Event A, Event B, Event E or Event F, 
the Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting procedure immediately, and then continue with the 
measurements as specified in the COMMON MEASUREMENT INITIATION REQUEST message. 

Higher layer filtering  
The Measurement Filter Coefficient IE indicates how filtering of the measurement values shall be performed before 
measurement event evaluation and reporting. 

The averaging shall be performed according to the following formula. 

nnn MaFaF ⋅+⋅−= −1)1(  

The variables in the formula are defined as follows: 

Fn  is the updated filtered  measurement result 

Fn-1  is the old filtered measurement result 

Mn is the latest received measurement result from physical layer measurements, the unit used for Mn is the same unit as 
the reported unit in the COMMON MEASUREMENT INITIATION RESPONSE, COMMON MEASUREMENT 
REPORT messages or the unit used in the event evaluation (i.e. same unit as for Fn) 

a = 1/2(k/2) -, where k is the parameter received in the Measurement Filter Coefficient IE. If the Measurement Filter 
Coefficient IE is not present, a shall be set to 1 (no filtering) 

In order to initialise the averaging filter, F0 is set to M1 when the first measurement result from the physical layer 
measurement is received. 

Response message 
If the Node B was able to initiate the measurement requested by the CRNC it shall respond with the COMMON 
MEASUREMENT INITIATION RESPONSE message sent over the Node B control port. The message shall include 
the same Measurement ID that was used in the measurement request. Only in the case when the Report Characteristics 
IE is set to "On-Demand", the COMMON MEASUREMENT INITIATION RESPONSE message shall contain the 
measurement result. 
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.3.8.2 Successful Operation 

CRNC Node B
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Figure 38: Dedicated Measurement Initiation procedure, Successful Operation 

The procedure is initiated with a DEDICATED MEASUREMENT INITIATION REQUEST message sent from the 
CRNC to the Node B using the communication control port assigned to the Node B communication context. 

Upon reception, the Node B shall initiate the requested measurement according to the parameters given in the request. 
Unless specified below the meaning of the parameters are given in other specifications. 

If the Node B Communication Context ID IE equals the reserved value ’All NBCC’, this measurement request shall 
apply for all current and future Node B Communication Contexts controlled via the Communication Control Port on 
which the DEDICATED MEASUREMENT INITIATION REQUEST message was received. Otherwise, this 
measurement request shall apply for the requested Node B Communication Context ID only. 

If the Node B Communication Context ID IE equals the reserved value ’All NBCC’, the measurement request shall be 
treated as a single measurement, despite applying to multiple contexts. This means that it may only be terminated or 
failed on ’All NBCC’. 

If the Node B Communication Context ID IE equals the reserved value ‘All NBCC’, the measurement shall be initiated 
only for those Node B Communication Contexts handling a mode (FDD or TDD) for which the concerned measurement 
is specified in [4] and [5]. 

If the Dedicated Measurement Object Type IE is set to "RL", measurement results shall be reported for all indicated 
Radio Links. 

[FDD – If the Dedicated Measurement Object Type IE is set to "RLS", measurement results shall be reported for all 
indicated Radio Link Sets.] 

[FDD - If the Dedicated Measurement Object Type IE is set to "ALL RL", measurement results shall be reported for all 
current and future Radio Links within the Node B Communication Context.] 

[TDD - If the Dedicated Measurement Object Type IE is set to "ALL RL", measurement results shall be reported for 
one existing DPCH per CCTrCH in each used time slot of current and future Radio Links within the Node B 
Communication Context, provided the measurement type is applicable to the respective DPCH.] 

[FDD – If the Dedicated Measurement Object Type IE is set to "ALL RLS", measurement results shall be reported for 
all existing and future Radio Link Sets within the Node B Communication Context.] 

[TDD – If the DPCH ID IE is provided within the RL Information the measurement request shall apply for the 
requested physical channel individually. If no DPCH ID IE is provided within the RL Information the measurement 
request shall apply for one existing DPCH per CCTrCH in each used time slot of the Radio Link, provided the 
measurement type is applicable to this DPCH] 

If the CFN Reporting Indicator IE is set to "FN Reporting Required", the CFN IE shall be included in the measurement 
report or in the measurement response, the latter only in the case the Report Characteristics IE is set to 'On-Demand'. 
The reported CFN shall be the CFN at the time when the measurement value was reported by the layer 3 filter, referred 
to as point C in the measurement model [25]. 

If the CFN IE is provided, it indicates the frame for which the first measurement shall be provided. The provided 
measurement value shall be the one reported by the layer 3 filter, referred to as point C in the measurement model [25]. 

Report characteristics  
The Report Characteristics IE is set to how the reporting of the measurement shall be performed. See also Annex B. 
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If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’On-Demand’, the Node B shall return the result of the measurement 
immediately. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Periodic’, the Node B shall periodically initiate the Dedicated Measurement 
Report procedure for this measurement, with the requested report frequency. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event A’, the Node B shall initiate the Dedicated Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity rises above the requested threshold and stays there for the requested hysteresis 
time. If no hysteresis time is given, the Node B shall use the value zero for the hysteresis time. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event B’, the Node B shall initiate the Dedicated Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity falls below the requested threshold and stays there for the requested hysteresis 
time. If no hysteresis time is given, the Node B shall use the value zero for the hysteresis time. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event C’, the Node B shall initiate the Dedicated Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity rises by an amount greater than the requested threshold within the requested time. 
After having reported this type of event, the next C event reporting for the same measurement cannot be initiated before 
the rising/falling time has elapsed since the previous event reporting. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event D’, the Node B shall initiate the Dedicated Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity falls by an amount greater than the requested threshold within the requested time. 
After having reported this type of event, the next D event reporting for the same measurement cannot be initiated before 
the rising/falling time has elapsed since the previous event reporting. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event E’, the Node B shall initiate the Dedicated Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity rises above the ’Measurement Threshold 1’ and stays there for the ’Measurement 
Hysteresis Time’ (Report A). When the conditions for Report A are met and the Report Periodicity IE is provided the 
Node B shall also initiate the Dedicated Measurement Reporting procedure periodically. If the conditions for Report A 
have been met and the measured entity falls below the ’Measurement Threshold 2’ and stays there for the ’Measurement 
Hysteresis Time’, the Node B shall initiate the Dedicated Measurement Reporting procedure (Report B) as well as 
terminating any corresponding periodic reporting. If ’Measurement Threshold 2’ is not present, the Node B shall use 
’Measurement Threshold 1’ instead. If no ’Measurement Hysteresis Time’ is provided, the Node B shall use the value 
zero as hysteresis times for both Report A and Report B. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event F’, the Node B shall initiate the Dedicated Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity falls below the ’Measurement Threshold 1’ and stays there for the ’Measurement 
Hysteresis Time’ (Report A). When the conditions for Report A are met and the Report Periodicity IE is provided the 
Node B shall also initiate the Dedicated Measurement Reporting procedure periodically. If the conditions for Report A 
have been met and the measured entity rises above the ’Measurement Threshold 2’ and stays there for the ’Measurement 
Hysteresis Time’, the Node B shall initiate the Dedicated Measurement Reporting procedure (Report B) as well as 
terminating any corresponding periodic reporting. If ’Measurement Threshold 2’ is not present, the Node B shall use 
’Measurement Threshold 1’ instead. If no ’Measurement Hysteresis Time’ is provided, the Node B shall use the value 
zero as hysteresis times for both Report A and Report B. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is not set to ’On-Demand’, the Node B is required to perform reporting for a dedicated 
measurement object, in accordance with the conditions provided in the DEDICATED MEASUREMENT INITIATION 
REQUEST message, as long as the object exists. If no dedicated measurement object(s) for which a measurement is 
defined exists any more the Node B shall terminate the measurement locally, i.e. without reporting this to the CRNC. 

If at the start of the measurement, the reporting criteria are fulfilled for any of Event A, Event B, Event E or Event F, 
the Node B shall initiate the Dedicated Measurement Reporting procedure immediately, and then continue with the 
measurements as specified in the DEDICATED MEASUREMENT INITIATION REQUEST message. 

Higher layer filtering  
The Measurement Filter Coefficient IE indicates how filtering of the measurement values shall be performed before 
measurement event evaluation and reporting. 

The averaging shall be performed according to the following formula. 

nnn MaFaF ⋅+⋅−= −1)1(  

The variables in the formula are defined as follows 

Fn  is the updated filtered measurement result 
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Fn-1  is the old filtered measurement result 

Mn is the latest received measurement result from physical layer measurements, the unit used for Mn is the same unit as 
the reported unit in the DEDICATED MEASUREMENT INITIATION RESPONSE, DEDICATED MEASUREMENT 
REPORT messages or the unit used in the event evaluation (i.e. same unit as for Fn) 

a = 1/2(k/2) , where k is the parameter received in the Measurement Filter Coefficient IE. If the Measurement Filter 
Coefficient IE is not present, a shall be set to 1 (no filtering)  

In order to initialise the averaging filter, F0 is set to M1 when the first measurement result from the physical layer 
measurement is received. 

Response message 
If the Node B was able to initiate the measurement requested by the CRNC, it shall respond with the DEDICATED 
MEASUREMENT INITIATION RESPONSE message using the communication control port assigned to the Node B 
communication context. The message shall include the same Measurement ID that was used in the measurement 
request. 

Only in the case when Report Characteristics IE is set to "On-Demand", the DEDICATED MEASUREMENT 
INITIATION RESPONSE message shall contain the measurement result. In this case also the Dedicated Measurement 
Object IE shall be included if it was included in the request message. 

In the case that the Node B Communication Context ID IE is set to ’All NBCC’, the CRNC Communication Context ID 
IE in the DEDICATED MEASUREMENT INITIATION RESPONSE shall be set to the value ’All CRNCCC’, which is 
reserved for this purpose. 

Interaction with Reset Procedure  

If a measurement has been requested with the Node B Communication Context ID IE set to ’All NBCC’, the Node B 
shall terminate the measurement locally if either the CRNC or the Node B initiates the Reset procedure for the relevant 
Communication Control Port or the entire Node B. 
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8.2.8.2 Successful Operation 
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Figure 11: Common Measurement Initiation procedure, Successful Operation 

The procedure is initiated with a COMMON MEASUREMENT INITIATION REQUEST message sent from the 
CRNC to the Node B using the Node B control port. 

Upon reception, the Node B shall initiate the requested measurement according to the parameters given in the request. 
Unless specified below, the meaning of the parameters are given in other specifications. 

[TDD - If the Time Slot Information is provided in the Common Measurement Object Type IE , the measurement 
request shall apply to the requested time slot individually.] 

[FDD - If the Spreading Factor Information is provided in the Common Measurement Object Type IE, measurement 
request shall apply to the PCPCHs whose minimum allowed spreading factor (Min UL Channelisation Code Length) is 
equal to the value of Spreading Factor Information. 

If the Common Measurement Type IE is not set to ’SFN-SFN Observed Time Difference’ and the SFN Reporting 
Indicator IE is set to "FN Reporting Required", the SFN IE shall be included in the measurement report or in the 
measurement response, the latter only in the case the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’On-Demand’. The reported 
SFN shall be the SFN at the time when the measurement value was reported by the layer 3 filter, referred to as point C 
in the measurement model [25]. If the Common Measurement Type IE is set to ’SFN-SFN Observed Time Difference’ 
and the SFN Reporting Indicator IE is ignored. 

If the SFN IE is provided, it indicates the frame for which the first measurement shall be provided. The provided 
measurement value shall be the one reported by the layer 3 filter, referred to as point C in the measurement model [25]. 

Common measurement type 

If the Common Measurement Type IE is set to ’SFN-SFN Observed Time Difference’, then the Node B shall initiate the 
SFN-SFN Observed Time Difference measurements between the reference cell identified by C-ID IE and the 
neighbouring cells identified by the UTRAN Cell Identifier(UC-Id) IE. 

Report characteristics 
The Report Characteristics IE indicates how the reporting of the measurement shall be performed. See also Annex B. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’On-Demand’, the Node B shall report the result of the requested measurement 
immediately. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Periodic’, the Node B shall periodically initiate a Measurement Reporting 
procedure for this measurement, with the requested report frequency. If the Common Measurement Type IE is set to 
’SFN-SFN Observed Time Difference’, all the available measurement results shall be reported in the Successful 
Neighbouring cell SFN-SFN Observed Time Difference Measurement Information IE in the SFN-SFN Measurement 
Value Information IE and the Node B shall indicate in the Unsuccessful Neighbouring cell SFN-SFN Observed Time 
Difference Measurement Information IE all the remaining neighbouring cells with no measurement result available in 
the Common Measurement Reporting procedure. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event A’, the Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity rises above the requested threshold and stays there for the requested hysteresis 
time. If no hysteresis time is given, the Node B shall use the value zero for the hysteresis time. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event B’, the Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity falls below the requested threshold and stays there for the requested hysteresis 
time. If no hysteresis time is given, the Node B shall use the value zero for the hysteresis time. 
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If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event C’, the Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity rises by an amount greater than the requested threshold within the requested time. 
After having reported this type of event, the next C event reporting for the same measurement cannot be initiated before 
the rising/falling time has elapsed since the previous event reporting. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event D’, the Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity falls more than the requested threshold within the requested time. After having 
reported this type of event, the next D event reporting for the same measurement cannot be initiated before the 
rising/falling time has elapsed since the previous event reporting. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event E’, the Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity rises above the ’Measurement Threshold 1’ and stays there for the ’Measurement 
Hysteresis Time’ (Report A). When the conditions for Report A are met and the Report Periodicity IE is provided, the 
Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting procedure periodically. If the conditions for Report A have 
been met and the measured entity falls below the ’Measurement Threshold 2’ and stays there for the ’Measurement 
Hysteresis Time’, the Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting procedure (Report B) as well as 
terminating any corresponding periodic reporting. If ’Measurement Threshold 2’ is not present, the Node B shall use 
’Measurement Threshold 1’ instead. If no ’Measurement Hysteresis Time’ is provided, the Node B shall use the value 
zero as hysteresis times for both Report A and Report B. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event F’, the Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity falls below the ’Measurement Threshold 1’ and stays there for the ’Measurement 
Hysteresis Time’ (Report A). When the conditions for Report A are met and the Report Periodicity IE is provided the 
Node B shall also initiate the Common Measurement Reporting procedure periodically. If the conditions for Report A 
have been met and the measured entity rises above the ’Measurement Threshold 2’ and stays there for the ’Measurement 
Hysteresis Time’, the Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting procedure (Report B) as well as 
terminating any corresponding periodic reporting. If ’Measurement Threshold 2’ is not present, the Node B shall use 
’Measurement Threshold 1’ instead. If no ’Measurement Hysteresis Time’ is provided, the Node B shall use the value 
zero as hysteresis times for both Report A and Report B. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’On Modification’, the Node B shall report the result of the requested 
measurement immediately. Then the Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting procedure in 
accordance to the following conditions: 1. If the Common Measurement Type IE is set to ’UTRAN GPS Timing 
of Cell Frame for LCS’: 

If the TUTRAN-GPS Change Limit IE is included in the TUTRAN-GPS Measurement Threshold Information IE, the Node B 
shall each time a new measurement result is received from the physical layer measurement, calculate the 
change of TUTRAN-GPS value (Fn). The Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting procedure 
and set n equal to zero when the absolute value of  Fn rises above the threshold indicated by the TUTRAN-GPS 
Change Limit IE. The change of TUTRAN-GPS value (Fn) is calculated according to the following: 

Fn=0  for n=0 

Fn = (Mn – Mn-1) mod 37152912000000 – ((SFNn – SFNn-1) mod 4096) *10*3.84*10^3*16 + Fn-1             

        for n>0 

Fn is the change of the TUTRAN-GPS value expressed in unit [1/16 chip] when n measurement results has been 
received after first Common Measurement Reporting at initiation or after the last event was triggered. 

Mn is the latest measurement result received from the physical layer measurements, measured at SFNn . 

Mn-1 is the previous measurement result received from the physical layer measurements, measured at  

SFNn-1 . 

M1 is the first measurement result received from the physical layer measurements after first Common 
Measurement Reporting at initiation or after the last event was triggered. 

M0  is equal to the value reported in the first Common Measurement Reporting at initiation or in the 
Common Measurement Reporting when the event was triggered. 
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If the Predicted TUTRAN-GPS Deviation Limit IE is included in the TUTRAN-GPS Measurement Threshold Information 
IE, the Node B shall each time a new measurement result is received from the physical layer measurement, 
update the Pn and Fn . The Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting procedure and set n 
equal to zero when  Fn rises above the threshold indicated by the Predicted TUTRAN-GPS Deviation Limit IE. 
The Pn and Fn are calculated according to the following: 

Pn=b   for n=0 

Pn = ( (1+a) * ((SFNn – SFNn-1) mod 4096) *10*3.84*10^3*16 + Pn-1 ) mod 37158912000000  for   n>0 

 

Fn = min(abs(Mn – Pn), abs(Mn – Pn – 37158912000000), abs(Mn – Pn + 37158912000000))   for n>0 

Pn is the predicted TUTRAN-GPS value when n measurement results has been received after first Common 
Measurement Reporting at initiation or after the last event was triggered. 

a is the last reported TUTRAN-GPS Drift Rate value. 

b is the last reported TUTRAN-GPS value. 

abs denotes the absolute value.  

Fn is the deviation of the last measurement result from the predicted TUTRAN-GPS value (Pn ) when n 
measurements has been received after first Common Measurement Reporting at initiation or after the last 
event was triggered. 

Mn is the latest measurement result received from the physical layer measurements, measured at SFNn . 

M1 is the first measurement result received from the physical layer measurements after first Common 
Measurement Reporting at initiation or after the last event was triggered. 

The TUTRAN-GPS Drift Rate is determined by the Node B in an implementation-dependent way after point B in 
the measurement model [26]. 

2. If the Common Measurement Type IE is set to ‘SFN-SFN Observed Time Difference’: 

If the SFN-SFN Change Limit IE is included in the SFN-SFN Measurement Threshold Information IE, the Node 
B shall each time a new measurement result is received from the physical layer measurement, calculate the 
change of SFN-SFN value (Fn). The Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting procedure 
in order to report the particular SFN-SFN measurment which has triggred the event and set n equal to zero 
when  Fn rises above the threshold indicated by the SFN-SFN Change Limit IE. The change of the SFN-SFN  
value is calculated according to the following: 

Fn=0  for n=0 

Fn = (Mn – a) mod 40960   for n>0 

Fn is the change of the SFN-SFN  

value expressed in unit [1/16 chip] when n measurement results has been received after first Common 
Measurement Reporting at initiation or after the last event was triggered. 

a is the last reported SFN-SFN . 

Mn is the latest measurement result received from the physical layer measurements, measured at SFNn . 

M1 is the first measurement result received from the physical layer measurements after first Common 
Measurement Reporting at initiation or after the last event was triggered. 

If the Predicted SFN-SFN Deviation Limit IE is included in the SFN-SFN Measurement Threshold Information 
IE, the Node B shall each time a new measurement result is received from the physical layer measurement, 
update the Pn and Fn . The Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting procedure in order to 
report the particular SFN-SFN measurment which has triggred the event and set n equal to zero when the Fn 
rises above the threshold indicated by the Predicted SFN-SFN Deviation Limit IE. The Pn and Fn are 
calculated according to the following: 
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Pn=b   for n=0 

 

Pn = (( a * (15*((SFNn – SFNn-1) mod 4096) + (TSn – TSn-1))*2560*16+ Pn-1 ) mod 40960) – 20480    for   
n>0 

Fn = min(abs(Mn – Pn), abs(Mn – Pn – 40960), abs(Mn – Pn + 40960))   for n>0 

Pn is the predicted SFN-SFN value when n measurement results has been received after first Common 
Measurement Reporting at initiation or after the last event was triggered. 

a is the last reported SFN-SFN Drift Rate value. 

b is the last reported SFN-SFN value. 

abs denotes the absolute value. 

Fn is the deviation of the last measurement result from the predicted SFN-SFN value (Pn ) when n 
measurements has been received after first Common Measurement Reporting at initiation or after the last 
event was triggered. 

Mn is the latest measurement result received from the physical layer measurements, measured at the Time 
Slot TSn of the Frame SFNn. 

M1 is the first measurement result received from the physical layer measurements after first Common 
Measurement Reporting at initiation or after the last event was triggered. 

The TUTRAN-GPS Drift Rate is determined by the Node B in an implementation-dependent way after point B in the 
measurement model [26]. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is not set to ’On-Demand’, the Node B is required to perform reporting for a common 
measurement object, in accordance with the conditions provided in the COMMON MEASUREMENT INITIATION 
REQUEST message, as long as the object exists. If no common measurement object(s) for which a measurement is 
defined exists any more the Node B shall terminate the measurement locally without reporting this to the CRNC. 

If at the start of the measurement, the reporting criteria are fulfilled for any of Event A, Event B, Event E or Event F, 
the Node B shall initiate the Common Measurement Reporting procedure immediately, and then continue with the 
measurements as specified in the COMMON MEASUREMENT INITIATION REQUEST message. 

Higher layer filtering  
The Measurement Filter Coefficient IE indicates how filtering of the measurement values shall be performed before 
measurement event evaluation and reporting. 

The averaging shall be performed according to the following formula. 

nnn MaFaF ⋅+⋅−= −1)1(  

The variables in the formula are defined as follows: 

Fn  is the updated filtered  measurement result 

Fn-1  is the old filtered measurement result 

Mn is the latest received measurement result from physical layer measurements, the unit used for Mn is the same unit as 
the reported unit in the COMMON MEASUREMENT INITIATION RESPONSE, COMMON MEASUREMENT 
REPORT messages or the unit used in the event evaluation (i.e. same unit as for Fn) 

a = 1/2(k/2) -, where k is the parameter received in the Measurement Filter Coefficient IE. If the Measurement Filter 
Coefficient IE is not present, a shall be set to 1 (no filtering) 

In order to initialise the averaging filter, F0 is set to M1 when the first measurement result from the physical layer 
measurement is received. 

Common measurement accuracy 
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If the Common Measurement Type IE is set to ’UTRAN GPS Timing of Cell Frame for LCS’, then the Node B shall use 
the UTRAN GPS Timing Measurement Accuracy Class IE included in the Common Measurement Accuracy IE 
according to the following: 

If the UTRAN GPS Timing Measurement Accuracy Class IE indicates ‘Class A’, then the Node B shall perform the 
measurement with highest supported accuracy within the accuracy classes A, B and C.  

If the UTRAN GPS Timing Measurement Accuracy Class IE indicates ‘Class B’, then the Node B shall perform the 
measurement with highest supported accuracy within the accuracy classes B and C. 

If the UTRAN GPS Timing Measurement Accuracy Class IE indicates ‘Class C’  then the Node B shall perform the 
measurements with the accuracy according to class C. 

Response message 
If the Node B was able to initiate the measurement requested by the CRNC it shall respond with the COMMON 
MEASUREMENT INITIATION RESPONSE message sent over the Node B control port. The message shall include 
the same Measurement ID that was used in the measurement request. Only in the case when the Report Characteristics 
IE is set to "On-Demand", or "On Modification", the COMMON MEASUREMENT INITIATION RESPONSE 
message shall contain the measurement result and also the Common Measurement Achieved Accuracy IE if the Common 
Measurement Type IE is set to 'UTRAN GPS Timing of Cell Frame for LCS'. 

If the Common Measurement Type IE is set to 'SFN-SFN Observed Time Difference' and the Report Characteristics IE 
is set to 'On Demand' or “On Modification”, all the available measurement results shall be reported in the Successful 
Neighbouring cell SFN-SFN Observed Time Difference Measurement Information IE in the SFN-SFN Measurement 
Value Information IE and the Node B shall indicate in the Unsuccessful Neighbouring cell SFN-SFN Observed Time 
Difference Measurement Information IE all the remaining neighbouring cells with no measurement result available in 
the COMMON MEASUREMENT INITIATION RESPONSE message. 
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8.3.8.2 Successful Operation 

CRNC Node B

DEDICATED MEASUREMENT INITIATION
REQUEST

DEDICATED MEASUREMENT INITIATION
RESPONSE

 

Figure 38: Dedicated Measurement Initiation procedure, Successful Operation 

The procedure is initiated with a DEDICATED MEASUREMENT INITIATION REQUEST message sent from the 
CRNC to the Node B using the communication control port assigned to the Node B communication context. 

Upon reception, the Node B shall initiate the requested measurement according to the parameters given in the request. 
Unless specified below the meaning of the parameters are given in other specifications. 

If the Node B Communication Context ID IE equals the reserved value ’All NBCC’, this measurement request shall 
apply for all current and future Node B Communication Contexts controlled via the Communication Control Port on 
which the DEDICATED MEASUREMENT INITIATION REQUEST message was received. Otherwise, this 
measurement request shall apply for the requested Node B Communication Context ID only. 

If the Node B Communication Context ID IE equals the reserved value ’All NBCC’, the measurement request shall be 
treated as a single measurement, despite applying to multiple contexts. This means that it may only be terminated or 
failed on ’All NBCC’. 

If the Node B Communication Context ID IE equals the reserved value ‘All NBCC’, the measurement shall be initiated 
only for those Node B Communication Contexts handling a mode (FDD, 3.84Mcps TDD or 1.28Mcps TDD) for which 
the concerned measurement is specified in [4] and [5]. 

If the Dedicated Measurement Object Type IE is set to "RL", measurement results shall be reported for all indicated 
Radio Links. 

[FDD – If the Dedicated Measurement Object Type IE is set to "RLS", measurement results shall be reported for all 
indicated Radio Link Sets.] 

[FDD - If the Dedicated Measurement Object Type IE is set to "ALL RL", measurement results shall be reported for all 
current and future Radio Links within the Node B Communication Context.] 

[TDD - If the Dedicated Measurement Object Type IE is set to "ALL RL", measurement results shall be reported for 
one existing DPCH per CCTrCH in each used time slot of current and future Radio Links within the Node B 
Communication Context, provided the measurement type is applicable to the respective DPCH.] 

[FDD – If the Dedicated Measurement Object Type IE is set to "ALL RLS", measurement results shall be reported for 
all existing and future Radio Link Sets within the Node B Communication Context.] 

[TDD – If the DPCH ID IE is provided within the RL Information the measurement request shall apply for the 
requested physical channel individually. If no DPCH ID IE and no PUSCH Information IE is provided within the RL 
Information the measurement request shall apply for one existing physical channel per CCTrCH in each used time slot 
of the Radio Link, provided the measurement type is applicable to this physical channel.] 

[TDD – If the PUSCH Information IE is provided within the RL Information the measurement request shall apply for 
the requested physical channel individually.] 

If the CFN Reporting Indicator IE is set to "FN Reporting Required", the CFN IE shall be included in the measurement 
report or in the measurement response, the latter only in the case the Report Characteristics IE is set to 'On-Demand'. 
The reported CFN shall be the CFN at the time when the measurement value was reported by the layer 3 filter, referred 
to as point C in the measurement model [25]. 
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If the CFN IE is provided, it indicates the frame for which the first measurement shall be provided. The provided 
measurement value shall be the one reported by the layer 3 filter, referred to as point C in the measurement model [25]. 

Report characteristics  
The Report Characteristics IE is set to how the reporting of the measurement shall be performed. See also Annex B. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’On-Demand’, the Node B shall return the result of the measurement 
immediately. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Periodic’, the Node B shall periodically initiate the Dedicated Measurement 
Report procedure for this measurement, with the requested report frequency. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event A’, the Node B shall initiate the Dedicated Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity rises above the requested threshold and stays there for the requested hysteresis 
time. If no hysteresis time is given, the Node B shall use the value zero for the hysteresis time. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event B’, the Node B shall initiate the Dedicated Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity falls below the requested threshold and stays there for the requested hysteresis 
time. If no hysteresis time is given, the Node B shall use the value zero for the hysteresis time. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event C’, the Node B shall initiate the Dedicated Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity rises by an amount greater than the requested threshold within the requested time. 
After having reported this type of event, the next C event reporting for the same measurement cannot be initiated before 
the rising/falling time has elapsed since the previous event reporting. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event D’, the Node B shall initiate the Dedicated Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity falls by an amount greater than the requested threshold within the requested time. 
After having reported this type of event, the next D event reporting for the same measurement cannot be initiated before 
the rising/falling time has elapsed since the previous event reporting. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event E’, the Node B shall initiate the Dedicated Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity rises above the ’Measurement Threshold 1’ and stays there for the ’Measurement 
Hysteresis Time’ (Report A). When the conditions for Report A are met and the Report Periodicity IE is provided the 
Node B shall also initiate the Dedicated Measurement Reporting procedure periodically. If the conditions for Report A 
have been met and the measured entity falls below the ’Measurement Threshold 2’ and stays there for the ’Measurement 
Hysteresis Time’, the Node B shall initiate the Dedicated Measurement Reporting procedure (Report B) as well as 
terminating any corresponding periodic reporting. If ’Measurement Threshold 2’ is not present, the Node B shall use 
’Measurement Threshold 1’ instead. If no ’Measurement Hysteresis Time’ is provided, the Node B shall use the value 
zero as hysteresis times for both Report A and Report B. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is set to ’Event F’, the Node B shall initiate the Dedicated Measurement Reporting 
procedure when the measured entity falls below the ’Measurement Threshold 1’ and stays there for the ’Measurement 
Hysteresis Time’ (Report A). When the conditions for Report A are met and the Report Periodicity IE is provided the 
Node B shall also initiate the Dedicated Measurement Reporting procedure periodically. If the conditions for Report A 
have been met and the measured entity rises above the ’Measurement Threshold 2’ and stays there for the ’Measurement 
Hysteresis Time’, the Node B shall initiate the Dedicated Measurement Reporting procedure (Report B) as well as 
terminating any corresponding periodic reporting. If ’Measurement Threshold 2’ is not present, the Node B shall use 
’Measurement Threshold 1’ instead. If no ’Measurement Hysteresis Time’ is provided, the Node B shall use the value 
zero as hysteresis times for both Report A and Report B. 

If the Report Characteristics IE is not set to ’On-Demand’, the Node B is required to perform reporting for a dedicated 
measurement object, in accordance with the conditions provided in the DEDICATED MEASUREMENT INITIATION 
REQUEST message, as long as the object exists. If no dedicated measurement object(s) for which a measurement is 
defined exists any more the Node B shall terminate the measurement locally, i.e. without reporting this to the CRNC. 

If at the start of the measurement, the reporting criteria are fulfilled for any of Event A, Event B, Event E or Event F, 
the Node B shall initiate the Dedicated Measurement Reporting procedure immediately, and then continue with the 
measurements as specified in the DEDICATED MEASUREMENT INITIATION REQUEST message. 

Higher layer filtering  
The Measurement Filter Coefficient IE indicates how filtering of the measurement values shall be performed before 
measurement event evaluation and reporting. 

The averaging shall be performed according to the following formula. 
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The variables in the formula are defined as follows 

Fn  is the updated filtered measurement result 

Fn-1  is the old filtered measurement result 

Mn is the latest received measurement result from physical layer measurements, the unit used for Mn is the same unit as 
the reported unit in the DEDICATED MEASUREMENT INITIATION RESPONSE, DEDICATED MEASUREMENT 
REPORT messages or the unit used in the event evaluation (i.e. same unit as for Fn) 

a = 1/2(k/2) , where k is the parameter received in the Measurement Filter Coefficient IE. If the Measurement Filter 
Coefficient IE is not present, a shall be set to 1 (no filtering)  

In order to initialise the averaging filter, F0 is set to M1 when the first measurement result from the physical layer 
measurement is received. 

Response message 
If the Node B was able to initiate the measurement requested by the CRNC, it shall respond with the DEDICATED 
MEASUREMENT INITIATION RESPONSE message using the communication control port assigned to the Node B 
communication context. The message shall include the same Measurement ID that was used in the measurement 
request. 

Only in the case when Report Characteristics IE is set to "On-Demand", the DEDICATED MEASUREMENT 
INITIATION RESPONSE message shall contain the measurement result. In this case also the Dedicated Measurement 
Object IE shall be included if it was included in the request message. 

In the case that the Node B Communication Context ID IE is set to ’All NBCC’, the CRNC Communication Context ID 
IE in the DEDICATED MEASUREMENT INITIATION RESPONSE shall be set to the value ’All CRNCCC’, which is 
reserved for this purpose. 

Interaction with Reset Procedure  

If a measurement has been requested with the Node B Communication Context ID IE set to ’All NBCC’, the Node B 
shall terminate the measurement locally if either the CRNC or the Node B initiates the Reset procedure for the relevant 
Communication Control Port or the entire Node B. 
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8.3.2 Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation 

8.3.2.1 General 

The Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure is used to prepare a new configuration of Radio 
Link(s) related to one UE-UTRAN connection within a Node B. 

The Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure shall not be initiated if a Prepared 
Reconfiguration exists, as defined in subclause 3.1. 

8.3.2.2 Successful Operation 

CRNC Node B

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY

 

Figure 30: Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure, Successful Operation 

The Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure is initiated by the CRNC by sending the message 
RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE to the Node B. The message shall use the Communication Control 
Port assigned for this Node B Communication Context. 

Upon reception, the Node B shall reserve necessary resources for the new configuration of the Radio Link(s) according 
to the parameters given in the message. Unless specified below, the meaning of parameters is specified in other 
specifications. 

The Node B shall prioritise resource allocation for the RL(s) to be modified according to Annex A. 

 

****UNCHANGED PARTS WERE REMOVED**** 

 

Physical Channel Modification: 

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes an UL DPCH Information IE then 
the Node B shall apply the parameters to the new configuration as follows: ] 

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the Uplink Scrambling Code IE, the Node B shall apply this 
Uplink Scrambling Code to the new configuration.] 

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the Min UL Channelisation Code Length IE, the Node B shall 
apply the value in the new configuration. The Node B shall apply the contents of the Max Number of UL 
DPDCHs IE (if it is included) in the new configuration.] 

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the UL SIR Target IE, the Node B shall use the value for the 
UL inner loop power control when the new configuration is being used.] 

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the Puncture Limit IE, the Node B shall apply the value in the 
uplink of the new configuration.] 

- [FDD – The Node B shall use the TFCS IE for the UL (if present) when reserving resources for the uplink of the 
new configuration. The Node B shall apply the new TFCS in the Uplink of the new configuration.] 

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the UL DPCCH Slot Format IE, the Node B shall set the new 
Uplink DPCCH Structure to the new configuration.] 
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- [FDD - If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the Diversity Mode IE, the Node B shall apply diversity 
according to the given value.] 

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes an SSDT Cell Identity Length IE and/or an S-Field Length IE, 
the Node B shall apply the values in the new configuration.] 

[FDD - If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes a DL DPCH Information IE then the 
Node B shall apply the parameters to the new configuration as follows:] 

- [FDD – The Node B shall use the TFCS IE for the DL (if it is present) when reserving resources for the downlink 
of the new configuration. The Node B shall apply the new TFCS in the Downlink of the new configuration.] 

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the TFCI Signalling Mode IE or the TFCI Presence IE, the 
Node B shall use the information when building TFCIs in the new configuration.] 

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the DL DPCCH Slot Format IE, group the Node B shall set the 
new Downlink DPCCH Structure to the new configuration.] 

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the Multiplexing Position IE, the Node B shall apply the 
indicated multiplexing type in the new configuration.] 

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the Limited Power Increase IE and the IE is set to 'Used', the 
Node B shall, if supported, use Limited Power Increase ref. [10] subclause 5.2.1 for the inner loop DL power 
control in the new configuration.] 

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the Limited Power Increase IE and the IE is set to 'Not Used', 
the Node B shall not use Limited Power Increase for the inner loop DL power control in the new configuration.] 

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the PDSCH code mapping IE then the Node B shall apply the 
defined mapping between TFCI values and PDSCH channelisation codes.] 

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the PDSCH RL ID IE then the Node B shall infer that the 
PDSCH for the specified user will be transmitted on the defined radio link.] 

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the Transmission Gap Pattern 
Sequence Information IE the Node B shall store the new information about the Transmission Gap Pattern Sequences to 
be used in the new Compressed Mode Configuration. This new Compressed Mode Configuration shall be valid in the 
Node B until the next Compressed Mode Configuration is configured in the Node B or Node B Communication Context 
is deleted.] 
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8.3.2 Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation 

8.3.2.1 General 

The Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure is used to prepare a new configuration of Radio 
Link(s) related to one UE-UTRAN connection within a Node B. 

The Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure shall not be initiated if a Prepared 
Reconfiguration exists, as defined in subclause 3.1. 

8.3.2.2 Successful Operation 

CRNC Node B

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY

 

Figure 30: Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure, Successful Operation 

The Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure is initiated by the CRNC by sending the message 
RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE to the Node B. The message shall use the Communication Control 
Port assigned for this Node B Communication Context. 

Upon reception, the Node B shall reserve necessary resources for the new configuration of the Radio Link(s) according 
to the parameters given in the message. Unless specified below, the meaning of parameters is specified in other 
specifications. 

The Node B shall prioritise resource allocation for the RL(s) to be modified according to Annex A. 

****UNCHANGED PARTS WERE REMOVED**** 

Physical Channel Modification: 

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes an UL DPCH Information IE then 
the Node B shall apply the parameters to the new configuration as follows: ] 

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the Uplink Scrambling Code IE, the Node B shall apply this 
Uplink Scrambling Code to the new configuration.] 

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the Min UL Channelisation Code Length IE, the Node B shall 
apply the value in the new configuration. The Node B shall apply the contents of the Max Number of UL 
DPDCHs IE (if it is included) in the new configuration.] 

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the UL SIR Target IE, the Node B shall use the value for the 
UL inner loop power control when the new configuration is being used.] 

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the Puncture Limit IE, the Node B shall apply the value in the 
uplink of the new configuration.] 

- [FDD – The Node B shall use the TFCS IE for the UL (if present) when reserving resources for the uplink of the 
new configuration. The Node B shall apply the new TFCS in the Uplink of the new configuration.] 

- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the UL DPCCH Slot Format IE, the Node B shall set the new 
Uplink DPCCH Structure to the new configuration.] 

- [FDD - If the UL DPCH Information IE includes the Diversity Mode IE, the Node B shall apply diversity 
according to the given value.] 
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- [FDD – If the UL DPCH Information IE includes an SSDT Cell Identity Length IE and/or an S-Field Length IE, 
the Node B shall apply the values in the new configuration.] 

[FDD - If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes a DL DPCH Information IE then the 
Node B shall apply the parameters to the new configuration as follows:] 

- [FDD – The Node B shall use the TFCS IE for the DL (if it is present) when reserving resources for the downlink 
of the new configuration. The Node B shall apply the new TFCS in the Downlink of the new configuration.] 

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the TFCI Signalling Mode IE or the TFCI Presence IE, the 
Node B shall use the information when building TFCIs in the new configuration.] 

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the DL DPCCH Slot Format IE, group the Node B shall set the 
new Downlink DPCCH Structure to the new configuration.] 

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the Multiplexing Position IE, the Node B shall apply the 
indicated multiplexing type in the new configuration.] 

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the Limited Power Increase IE and the IE is set to 'Used', the 
Node B shall, if supported, use Limited Power Increase ref. [10] subclause 5.2.1 for the inner loop DL power 
control in the new configuration.] 

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the Limited Power Increase IE and the IE is set to 'Not Used', 
the Node B shall not use Limited Power Increase for the inner loop DL power control in the new configuration.] 

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the PDSCH code mapping IE then the Node B shall apply the 
defined mapping between TFCI values and PDSCH channelisation codes.] 

- [FDD – If the DL DPCH Information IE includes the PDSCH RL ID IE then the Node B shall infer that the 
PDSCH for the specified user will be transmitted on the defined radio link.] 

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the Transmission Gap Pattern 
Sequence Information IE the Node B shall store the new information about the Transmission Gap Pattern Sequences to 
be used in the new Compressed Mode Configuration. This new Compressed Mode Configuration shall be valid in the 
Node B until the next Compressed Mode Configuration is configured in the Node B or Node B Communication Context 
is deleted.] 
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REL-5 (Release 5) 

  
Reason for change: � Currently the text associated with the SCTD indicator states that this parameter 

indicates if SCTD is applied or not to PCCPCH and SCCPCH. This is not correct, 
it is stated in 25.221 section 5.4 that SCTD is applied to PCCPCH and PICH. 

  
Summary of change: � SCCPCH is changed to PICH 

 

Isolated Impact Analysis: 

Correction to a function where the specification was : 

• ambiguous or not sufficiently explicit. 

• Would not affect implementations behaving like indicated in the CR, would 
affect implementations supporting the corrected functionality otherwise.  

The CR intends to clarify behaviour that has very likely been assumed in most 
implementations. 

  
Consequences if  � 
not approved: 

Erroneous interpretation of the standard 

  
Clauses affected: � 3.3, 9.2.3.30 
  
Other specs � X  Other core specifications � 25.423 v3.8.0 (CR580R1) 
affected:   Test specifications  
   O&M Specifications  
  
Other comments: �  
 
How to create CRs using this form: 
Comprehensive information and tips about how to create CRs can be found at: http://www.3gpp.org/3G_Specs/CRs.htm.  
Below is a brief summary: 
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1) Fill out the above form. The symbols above marked � contain pop-up help information about the field that they are 
closest to. 

2) Obtain the latest version for the release of the specification to which the change is proposed. Use the MS Word 
"revision marks"  feature (also known as "track changes") when making the changes. All 3GPP specifications can be 
downloaded from the 3GPP server under ftp://ftp.3gpp.org/specs/ For the latest version, look for the directory name 
with the latest date e.g. 2001-03 contains the specifications resulting from the March 2001 TSG meetings. 

3) With "track changes" disabled, paste the entire CR form (use CTRL-A to select it) into the specification just in front of 
the clause containing the first piece of changed text.  Delete those parts of the specification which are not relevant to 
the change request. 
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3.3 Abbreviations 
For the purposes of the present document, the following abbreviations apply: 

AICH Acquisition Indicator Channel 
AP-AICH Access Preamble Acquisition Indicator Channel 
ASN.1 Abstract Syntax Notation One 
BCCH Broadcast Control Channel 
CCPCH Common Control Physical Channel 
CFN Connection Frame Number 
CM Compressed Mode 
CPCH Common Packet Channel 
CPICH Common Pilot Channel 
CRNC Controlling Radio Network Controller 
CSICH CPCH Status Indicator Channel 
DCH Dedicated Channel 
DL Downlink 
DPCCH Dedicated Physical Control Channel 
DPCH Dedicated Physical Channel 
DPDCH Dedicated Physical Data Channel 
DSCH Downlink Shared Channel 
FACH Forward Access Channel 
FDD Frequency Division Duplex 
FP Frame Protocol 
ISCP Interference Signal Code Power 
L1 Layer 1 
L2 Layer 2 
MIB Master Information Block 
NBAP Node B Application Part 
O&M Operation and Maintenance 
PCCPCH Primary Common Control Physical Channel 
PCH Paging Channel 
PCPCH Physical Common Packet Channel 
PDSCH Physical Downlink Shared Channel 
PICH Paging Indication Channel 
PUSCH Physical Uplink Shared Channel 
RACH Random Access Channel 
RL Radio Link 
RLS Radio Link Set 
RNC Radio Network Controller 
RRC Radio Resource Control 
SB Scheduling Block 
SCCPCH Secondary Common Control Physical Channel 
SCH Synchronisation Channel 
SCTD Space Code Transmit Diversity 
SIB System Information Block 
SRNC Serving Radio Network Controller 
SSDT Site Selection Diversity Transmission 
STTD Space Time Transmit Diversity 
TDD Time Division Duplex 
TFC Transport Format Combination 
TFCI Transport Format Combination Indicator 
TFCS Transport Format Combination Set 
TFS Transport Format Set 
TPC Transmit Power Control 
TSTD Time Switched Transmit Diversity 
UARFCN UTRA Absolute Radio Frequency Channel Number 
UE User Equipment 
UL Uplink 
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 
USCH Uplink Shared Channel 
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UTRA Universal Terrestrial Radio Access 
UTRAN Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network 
 

 

 

 

 

9.2.3.30 SCTD Indicator 

Indicates if SCTD antenna diversity is applied or not to the PCCPCH and SCCPCH PICH. 

Information Element/Group 
Name 

Presence Range IE type and 
reference 

Semantics description 

SCTD Indicator   ENUMERAT
ED(active, 
inactive) 
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3GPP TSG-RAN3 Meeting #27  R3-020644 
Orlando, USA, 18-22 February 

CR-Form-v4 

CHANGE REQUEST 
 

� 25.433 CR 623 � rev 1 � Current version: 4.3.0 
� 

 
For HELP on using this form, see bottom of this page or look at the pop-up text over the � symbols. 

 
Proposed change affects: � (U)SIM  ME/UE  Radio Access Network X Core Network  
 
Title: � Correction to physical channels which SCTD can be applied (Iub) 
  
Source: � IPWirelessR-WG3 
  
Work item code: � TEI  Date: � 19/2/2002 
     
Category: � F  Release: � REL-4 
 Use one of the following categories: 

F  (correction) 
A  (corresponds to a correction in an earlier release) 
B  (addition of feature),  
C  (functional modification of feature) 
D  (editorial modification) 

Detailed explanations of the above categories can 
be found in 3GPP TR 21.900. 

Use one of the following releases: 
2 (GSM Phase 2) 
R96 (Release 1996) 
R97 (Release 1997) 
R98 (Release 1998) 
R99 (Release 1999) 
REL-4 (Release 4) 
REL-5 (Release 5) 

  
Reason for change: � Currently the text associated with the SCTD indicator states that this parameter 

indicates if SCTD is applied or not to PCCPCH and SCCPCH. This is not correct, 
it is stated in 25.221 section 5.4 that SCTD is applied to PCCPCH and PICH. For 
1.28Mcps TDD SCTD is only applied to P-CCPCH 

  
Summary of change: � SCCPCH is changed to PICH for 3.84Mcps. For 1.28Mcps it is stated that SCTD 

is only applied to PCCPCH 
 

Isolated Impact Analysis: 

Correction to a function where the specification was: 

• ambiguous or not sufficiently explicit. 

• Would not affect implementations behaving like indicated in the CR, would 
affect implementations supporting the corrected functionality otherwise.  

The CR intends to clarify behaviour that has very likely been assumed in most 
implementations. 

  
Consequences if  � 
not approved: 

Erroneous interpretation of the standard 

  
Clauses affected: � 3.3, 9.2.3.30 
  
Other specs � X  Other core specifications � 25.423 v4.3.0 CR581R1  
affected:   Test specifications  
   O&M Specifications  
  
Other comments: �  
 
How to create CRs using this form: 
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Comprehensive information and tips about how to create CRs can be found at: http://www.3gpp.org/3G_Specs/CRs.htm.  
Below is a brief summary: 

1) Fill out the above form. The symbols above marked � contain pop-up help information about the field that they are 
closest to. 

2) Obtain the latest version for the release of the specification to which the change is proposed. Use the MS Word 
"revision marks"  feature (also known as "track changes") when making the changes. All 3GPP specifications can be 
downloaded from the 3GPP server under ftp://ftp.3gpp.org/specs/ For the latest version, look for the directory name 
with the latest date e.g. 2001-03 contains the specifications resulting from the March 2001 TSG meetings. 

3) With "track changes" disabled, paste the entire CR form (use CTRL-A to select it) into the specification just in front of 
the clause containing the first piece of changed text.  Delete those parts of the specification which are not relevant to 
the change request. 
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3.3 Abbreviations 
For the purposes of the present document, the following abbreviations apply: 

A-GPS Assisted GPS 
AICH Acquisition Indicator Channel 
AP-AICH Access Preamble Acquisition Indicator Channel 
ASN.1 Abstract Syntax Notation One 
BCCH Broadcast Control Channel 
CCPCH Common Control Physical Channel 
CFN Connection Frame Number 
CM Compressed Mode 
CPCH Common Packet Channel 
CPICH Common Pilot Channel 
CRNC Controlling Radio Network Controller 
CSICH CPCH Status Indicator Channel 
DCH Dedicated Channel 
DGPS Differential GPS 
DL Downlink 
DPCCH Dedicated Physical Control Channel 
DPCH Dedicated Physical Channel 
DPDCH Dedicated Physical Data Channel 
DSCH Downlink Shared Channel 
FACH  Forward Access Channel 
FDD Frequency Division Duplex 
FP Frame Protocol 
GPS Global Positioning System 
IPDL Idle Periods in the DownLink 
ISCP Interference Signal Code Power 
L1 Layer 1 
L2 Layer 2 
MIB Master Information Block 
NBAP Node B Application Part 
O&M Operation and Maintenance 
PCCPCH Primary Common Control Physical Channel 
PCH  Paging Channel 
PCPCH Physical Common Packet Channel 
PDSCH Physical Downlink Shared Channel 
PICH Paging Indication Channel 
PUSCH Physical Uplink Shared Channel 
RACH Random Access Channel 
RL Radio Link 
RLS Radio Link Set 
RNC Radio Network Controller 
RRC Radio Resource Control 
SB Scheduling Block 
SCCPCH Secondary Common Control Physical Channel 
SCH Synchronisation Channel 
SCTD Space Code Transmit Diversity 
SIB System Information Block 
SRNC Serving Radio Network Controller 
SSDT Site Selection Diversity Transmission 
STTD Space Time Transmit Diversity 
TDD Time Division Duplex 
TFC Transport Format Combination 
TFCI Transport Format Combination Indicator 
TFCS Transport Format Combination Set 
TFS Transport Format Set 
TPC Transmit Power Control 
TSTD Time Switched Transmit Diversity 
UARFCN UTRA Absolute Radio Frequency Channel Number 
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UE User Equipment 
UL Uplink 
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 
USCH Uplink Shared Channel 
UTRA Universal Terrestrial Radio Access 
UTRAN Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network 
 

 

9.2.3.30 SCTD Indicator 

Indicates if SCTD antenna diversity is applied or not to the PCCPCH and SCCPCH PICH [3.84Mcps TDD]. 

Information Element/Group 
Name 

Presence Range IE type and 
reference 

Semantics description 

SCTD Indicator   ENUMERAT
ED(active, 
inactive) 
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